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What?s New in Manjaro 18.0 Deepin Desktop Edition [3]

Manjaro 18.0 Deepin Edition is official Manjaro Linux flavour with Deepin Desktop
Environment 15.8 as default desktop environment includes several deepin applications a free
open source software.
Manjaro 18.0 Deepin Edition is powered by the latest Long-Term Support of Linux Kernel
4.19, include pamac version 7.3. in manjaro 18.0, The Manjaro Settings Manager (MSM) now
provides an easy-to-use graphical interface for installing and removing the many series of
kernels. At the time of this release, eight kernel-series are available directly from manjaro
binary repositories, from 3.16 series to the latest 4.19 release.

Open Source Security Podcast: Episode 142 - Hypothetical security: what if you find a USB flash drive?[4]

Josh and Kurt talk about what one could do if you find a USB drive. The context is based on
the story where the Secret Service was rumored to have plugged a malicious USB drive into a
computer. The purpose of discussion is to explore how to handle a situation like this in the real
world. We end the episode with a fantastic comparison of swim safety and security.

Episode 64 | This Week in Linux [5]

On this episode of This Week in Linux, we got a lot of releases week. Ubuntu and all of the
Flavours have released 19.04 versions along with an interesting update from the Ubuntu
derivative Pop!_OS. The KDE Community announced the availability of a bunch of new
versions of various KDE Applications.

Linux Gaming News Punch - Episode 9 [6]

Coming in hot (please save me from this heat) is the ninth episode of the Linux Gaming News
Punch, your weekly round-up of some interesting bits of news.
For regular readers, as always this might not be too helpful but for those who don't visit too
often this should help keep you updated.

Linux Action News 102 [7]

Ubuntu 19.04 is released we share our take, OpenSSH has an important release, and Mozilla
brings Python to the browser.
Also WebThings is launched and we think it might have a shot.

GNU World Order 13x17 [8]

Talk Python to Me: #208 Packaging, Making the most of PyCon, and more [9]

Are you going to PyCon (or a similar conference)? Join me and Kenneth Retiz as we discuss
how to make the most of PyCon and what makes it special for each of us.
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